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1 
This invention relates to honeycomb structures 

and more particularly to self rigid honeycomb 
structures composed of mutually interlocking, 
mutually supporting units assembled together to 
be rigid as a whole in both torsion, and shear. 
There are many kinds of multicellular racks, 

containers, article array supports, heat exchange 
assemblies, and other analogous structures which 
are in essence honeycomb-like arrangements of 
laterally opposed cell-like chambers or recesses or 
laterally opposed, parallel, tube-like passageways. 
As illustrative of two widely differing yet princi 
pally similar structures of the kind here under 
consideration, there may be instanced such a 
heat exchanging apparatus as the honeycomb 
like main element of an automobile radiator, and 
the honeycomb-like rack employed in connection 
with some multi-conductor telephone cables to 
hold ‘a large array of externally similar electrical 
devices. 
An object of the present invention is to provide ' 

a simple, reliable, inexpensive honeycomb struc 
ture assembled from substantially identically sim 
ilar unit members, and self rigid and self support~ 
ing as a whole, particularly against both torsion 
and shear. 
_With the above and other objects in view the 

invention may be illustratively embodied in a 
unitary element to be interlocked with similar ele 
ments in a self rigid honeycomb-like assembly, 
the said element being a tube having on the outer 
surface thereof a plurality of longitudinal dove 
tail members so proportioned and disposed that 
such element may be interlocked by inter?tted 
complementary dovetails with each of two or 
more similar elements to form a honeycomb as 
sembly. 
Other objects and features of the invention will 

appear from the following detailed description of 
one embodiment thereof, taken in connection 
with the accompanying drawings, in which the 
same reference numerals are applied to identical 
parts in the several ?gures, and in which 

Fig. 1 is a front elevational view of a part of 
a honeycomb structure constructed in accord 
ance with invention; 

Fig. 2 is a sectional view on the line 2—2 of 
Fig. 1; . 

Fig. 3 is a greatly enlarged detail view of a 
portion of the showing of Fig. 1; 

Fig. 4 is a front elevational view of part of a 
differently arranged honeycomb assembly; and 

_ Fig. 5 is a similar view of part of a heat ex 
changing honeycomb. 
The embodiment of the invention disclosed in 
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Figs. 1, 2, and 3 is a honeycomb rack particularly 
‘adapted to receive and retain individually in pre 
cisely ?xed position relatively to each other, a 
large array of externally identically similar, cy 
lindrical metal cans 10, each containing an elec 
trical device having terminals II, the particular 
nature of the device being irrelevant here except 
in so far as it is provided also on its side with 
an integral positioning boss I 2 whose purpose will 
appear hereinafter. 
The honeycomb assembly itself is made up of 

as many units 20 as there are cans I0 to be housed, 
but only four such units 20 are shown in Fig. 1 
as this number is suiiicient to illustrate the prin 
ciples of structure involved. Also, only one can 
In is shown to avoid unnecessary and confusing 
complexity in the drawings. 
A single unit 20 is a tubular, generally cylin 

drical element,.preferably though not necessarily 
open at both ends but necessarily open at one 
end. The exterior surface is formed with four 
pairs of longitudinal ribs. Consider, for example, 
the unit 20 at the lower left of the four units '20 
shown in Fig. 1. Two external ribs 2| are formed 
to present together a male dovetail running longi 
tudinally along the top of the unit. Two other 
external ribs 22, diametrically opposite the ribs 
2! are formed to present a female dovetail to 
match the male dovetail 2|. At the ends of the 
diameter half way between these is a like pair of 
identically similar dovetails IN and I22. 

Units 20 thus constructed can be inter?tted to 
gether in a rectangular rank’ and ?le array, each 
with a dovetailed interlock with every immedi 
ately neighboring unit. Because of the nature of 
this dovetailed interlocking, no relative motion 
of any two units is possible. There can be no 
shear-like shift of any rank or ?le of units along 
a neighboring rank or ?le; nor can the assembly 
become skewed from its overall planeness by any 
twisting slip of units on each other. The as 
sembly so formed is completely self rigid within 
the strength of its material. 
As shown in Fig. 4, similar units 220, having 

each three dovetail pairs 2| and 22 on diameters 
120° apart, can be put together in a similar assem- . 

‘ bly of units in triangular instead of rectangular 
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array, if this arrangement be preferred. 
In Fig. 5 is shown an assembly of units 320, 

structurally the same as that of Fig. 1 but in 
which each unit is formed with two pairs of rela 
tively large ?utes 324 at opposite ends of diam 
eters midway between the two diametrical dove 
tail pairs. Thus, as clearly obvious’; from Figs. 5 
and l, the inter unit void 325 disclosed by a square 
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of four units 320 is much greater in cross sectional 
area and the inner chamber of each unit much 
less in Fig. 5 than in Fig. 1. By suitably propor 
tioning the ?utes 324 the ratio of total cross 
section of unit interiors to total cross section of 
inter unit spaces may be given almost any desired 
value. Thus, a structure as shown in Fig. 5 might 
be used as an e?icient and remarkably light 
weight and. rigid, self sustaining heat exchanger; 
e. g., a heating system radiator, an automobile 
radiator, a cooling unit for the heat transfer fluid 
of a refrigerating apparatus, or the like gener 
ally. 
While a structure as described is self rigid 

and needs no extraneous bracing or supporting 
means, 11-, may also be attached, detachably as 
shown in Fig. 1, or permanently in similar fash 
ion, if desired, to any rigid support, especially 
when being assembled on a frame or the like 
with other apparatus units of like or different 
nature. As indicated in Fig. 1, the inter unit 
spaces 25 provide convenient opportunity for the 
passage of supporting or clamping means 26 by 
which to attach the assembly to any desired sup 
port such, for example, as the panel 21 in Figs. 
v1 and 2. 
As illustrated in Figs. 1, 2, and 3, the units 20 

may also be provided with internal longitudinal 
grooves 28 formed to have a sliding ?t with the 
positioning boss l2 of a can 10. With a plurality 
of such grooves in each unit 20 in predetermined 
spacing and position relatively to the exterior 
dovetails and to each other, a can may be in 
serted into and securely held in a unit 20 in any 
desired predetermined orientation therein and 
relatively to neighboring cans. Considering such 
a feature in connection with the above discussed 
peculiarity of the arrangement of Fig. 5, it, will 
be evident that such tubes or units can be vari 
ously modi?ed for speci?c purposes without 
affecting the rigidly self supporting interlock of 
the dovetails as described. 
What is claimed is: 

' ‘1. A honeycomb assembly of at .least three 
mutually parallel tubular elements grouped to 
‘gether so as to be capable of encompassment by 
the smallest possible imaginary cylinder, said 
assembly being adapted to hold in accurate pre 
determined relation to each other a plurality 
ofarticles generally formed externally to ?t in 
dividually within individual tubular elements of 
the assemby and each formed externally with a 
protruding boss, each tubular element having on 
the‘ outer surface thereof a, plurality of more 
than three longitudinal dovetail members, and r 
having on its inner surface a longitudinal groove 
adapted to closely, slidingly receive the protrud 
ing boss of an article placed in the element, said 
dovetail members being so proportioned and dis 
posed that each tubular element may be inter 
locked by inter?tted complementary dovetails 
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4 
with each adjacent element of the group at their 
mutual points of contact. 

2. A unitary element to be interlocked with 
similar elements in a self-rigid honeycomb-like 
assembly, the said element being a tube having 
on the outer surface thereof a plurality of more 
than three longitudinal dovetail members, half 
of the members each comprising a ?rst pair of 
longitudinal tongues projecting from the ele 
ment surface angularly away from each other 
and the other half of the members each com 
prising a second pair of longitudinal tongues pro 
jecting from the portion of the element surface 
diametrically opposite the location of a ?rst pair, 
said second pair projecting angularly toward 
each other and being shaped to receive between 
them in close ?tting relation a ?rst pair of 
tongues from another element. 

3. A honeycomb assembly of at least three 
mutually parallel tubular elements grouped to 
gether so as to be capable of encompassment by 
the smallest possible imaginary cylinder, said as 
sembly being adapted to hold in accurate pre 
determined relation to each other a plurality 
of articles generally formed externally to ?t in 
dividually within individual tubular elements of 
the assembly and each formed externally with a 
protruding boss, each tubular element having on 
its inner surface a longitudinal groove adapted 
to closely, slidingly receive the protruding boss 
of an article placed in the element and having 
on the outer surface thereof a plurality of more 
than three longitudinal dovetail members, half 
of the members each comprising a ?rst pair of 
longitudinal tongues projecting from the element 
surface angularly away from each other and the 
other half of the members each comprising a, sec 
ond pair of longitudinal tongues projecting from 
the portion of the element surface diametrically 
opposite the location of a ?rst pair, said second 
pair projecting angularly toward each other and 
being shaped to receive between them in close 
?tting relation a ?rst pair of tongues from an 
other element. ‘ - 
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